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Hammer's German Grammar and Usage Professor Martin Durrell 2013-0111 Long trusted as the most comprehensive, up-to-date and user-friendly
grammar available, HAMMER'S GERMAN GRAMMAR AND USAGE
provides you with a complete guide to German as it is written and spoken
today. This new edition includes: -concise descriptions of the main
grammatical phenomena of German and their use -examples of grammar
taken from contemporary German, helping you to understand the
underlying grammatical principles more quickly -invaluable guidance on
pronunciation and the German accent -discussion of new words from
English roots such as 'zertweeten' ('to tweet'), helping you to communicate
in German as used by Germans today -clarification on the spelling reform
and current spellings of German, thus increasing your confidence while
writing and reading in German. Praised for its clear layout and lucid
explanations, this new edition distinguishes the most common forms of
usage, both formal and informal, and offers you a combination of reference
grammar and manual of current usage that you will find invaluable,

whether a student or a teacher, at intermediate or advanced level.
A Guide to Foreign Language Grammars and Dictionaries Albert John
Walford 1964
Just Listen 'n Learn French Stephanie Ryback 1997 The basic course for
succeeding in Spanish and communicating with confidence.
German for Reading Knowledge Hubert Jannach 1980
Teaching and Learning a Second Language Ernesto Macaro 2005-07-27
There is increasingly wide agreement among teachers, researchers,
inspectors, advisers and policy-makers that both teaching and research
will benefit from being brought closer together. But how can this be
achieved? Hard-pressed practioners cannot be expected to review a
constant flow of conference papers, journals and other publications, even if
such items were accessibly written. This unique book synthesizes relevant
research findings for the professional practioner and highlights their
implications for the quality of teaching and learning. Whether you are a
teacher looking to improve your practice or a researcher looking for a
concise overview of the literature, this book will prove a valuable
acquisition.
A Practical Dictionary of German Usage K. B. Beaton 2001 One of the
most difficult tasks confronting the English speaker learning German is that
of finding exactly the right German word to translate an English word in a
particular context. Many common English words have several, sometimes
a bewildering number of German equivalents. Thus it is alltoo easy to find
yourself saying the equivalent of Have you extinguished the rubbish?
instead of Have you put out the rubbish? Bilingual dictionaries list
equivalents, but give little or no information about their use. The articles in
this practical dictionary are much longer than those to be foundin a
bilingual dictionary, and the number of words treated is fewer, with a
concentration on those which cause particular difficulties for speakers of
English.The complexity of the relationship between English words and their
German equivalents is attributable to two factors. Firstly, frequently-used
English words often have more than one meaning, and each of the English
meanings may be expressed by more than one German word. Such words
will be at leastpartial synonyms, but the field of meaning is likely to be
divided up in a way that is different from English. Each article in the book
starts by separating out the different meanings of an English word, and
then explains the meaning and use of the German equivalents for each,
with numerousexamples. The book will be an essential reference work for
advanced language learners and for teachers of German at all levels,
offering a uniquely detailed insight into the structure of word meaning in

German as well as practical advice on usage.
German Made Simple Eugene Jackson 1988-07-01 A complete beginner's
course in German which covers the reqirements of syllabuses in GCSE
examinations and the ordinary grade of the Scottish Certificate of
Education. It is also suitable for the elementary and intermediate grades of
the RSA, and gives the basic grammar required for A level and higher
grades of the RSA and similar examinations.
Advanced German vocabulary Harriette Lanzer 2001 Previous edition:
Cheltenham: Mary Glasgow, 1994.
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series Library of Congress. Copyright
Office 1958 Includes Part 1, Number 1 & 2: Books and Pamphlets,
Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals (January - December)
The British National Bibliography Arthur James Wells 2005
German for Beginners Angela Wilkes 1986 Guides beginners through a
series of everyday situation and provides a thorough foundation in basic,
practical German.
Third Reader, for Common Schools and Academies Henry Mandeville
1853
Deutsch ganz leicht Renate Luscher 2011 Der leichte Weg zu ersten
Deutschkenntnissen: Die neue Reihe Deutsch ganz leicht A1 führt
Anfänger ohne oder mit geringen Vorkenntnissen Schritt für Schritt zum
Niveau A1. Vier Personen begleiten den Lerner in zwei fortlaufenden
Geschichten durch den Kurs und geben einen authentischen Einblick in ihr
Privat- und Berufsleben. So können Alltagssituationen nach Absolvierung
des Kurses problemlos gemeistert werden
Fließend in drei Monaten Benny Lewis 2015-04-13 Eine Sprache lernt man
nicht nur, sondern man lebt sie. Benny Lewis ist Autodidakt und hat im
Laufe der Zeit herausgefunden, worum es tatsächlich beim Lernen einer
Sprache geht. In diesem Buch erklärt er, was es wirklich braucht, damit
man jede Sprache in kürzester Zeit erlernt. Unerlässlich ist eine enorm
hohe Motivation für das Erlernen der Sprache, und man muss sich trauen,
die Sprache auch zu sprechen. Sei es durch eine persönliche Reise in das
entsprechende Land, übers Internet oder durch einen Tandempartner.
Darüber hinaus sollte man möglichst alles in der Fremdsprache tun, was
Praxis bringt: Fernsehen schauen, Musik hören und lesen. Mit diesem
Buch gibt der Autor Tipps für Eselsbrücken, um Vokabeln und die
Grammatik einfacher zu erlernen, und er hilft dabei, die
Herangehensweise an das Lernen so zu optimieren, dass es zu einem
Kinderspiel wird. Sein Erfolg spiegelt sich im weltweit größten
Sprachlernblog wider, mit dem er bereits Millionen Menschen dabei

geholfen hat, eine neue Sprache zu erlernen.
Die Schrecken der deutschen Sprache Mark Twain 2017-08-29 Dieses
eBook wurde mit einem funktionalen Layout erstellt und sorgfältig
formatiert. Die Ausgabe ist mit interaktiven Inhalt und Begleitinformationen
versehen, einfach zu navigieren und gut gegliedert. Samuel Clemens
(1835-1910), besser bekannt unter seinem Pseudonym Mark Twain - war
ein US-amerikanischer Schriftsteller. Mark Twain ist vor allem als Autor der
Bücher über die Abenteuer von Tom Sawyer und Huckleberry Finn
bekannt. Er war ein Vertreter des amerikanischen Realismus und ist
besonders wegen seiner humoristischen, von Lokalkolorit und genauen
Beobachtungen sozialen Verhaltens geprägten Erzählungen sowie
aufgrund seiner scharfzüngigen Kritik an der amerikanischen Gesellschaft
berühmt.
Foreign Language, Area, and Other International Studies John P.
Brosseau 1980
Fast-Track German with Two Audio CDs: A Teach Yourself Guide
Elisabeth Smith 2010-05-14 Follow this course for 35 minutes a day, in six
weeks you'll be speaking German! In Fast-Track German, Elisabeth Smith
uses her wide teaching experience to create a course that covers just the
vocabulary and the grammar that you really need. This day-by-day
program is easy to follow and fun to do. At the end of six weeks, you will
have the confidence and knowledge to tackle all the situations you need to
know about, such as shopping, eating out and getting around. With fewer
than 400 words to learn, and flashcards at the back of the book to help
learn you, progress is fast and enjoyable. A personal introduction from the
author. One-, five- and ten-minute summaries of the topic. A ten-question
diagnostic test at the end of each chapter or the ten most important things
for you to remember. Two 60-minute audio CDs provide more practice in
pronunciation and speaking. Topics include: Read this first; How this book
works; Progress chart; Week 1 Day-by-day guide; Week 2 Day-by-day
guide; Week 3 Day-by-day guide; Week 4 Day-by-day guide; Week 5 Dayby-day guide; Week 6 Day-by-day guide; Answers; Flashcards; Certificate
Modern German Grammar Ruth Whittle 2006-08-23 Announcing an
innovative, new, practical reference grammar, combining traditional and
function-based grammar in a single volume. It is the ideal reference
grammar at advanced secondary level and above.
Learning Alsatian through English NA NA 2016-09-23 A new comparative
reference guide for English speaking learners of Alsatian German. This
comparative multilingual dictionary is based on the main similarities
between the two languages and will show how English speakers can take

advantage of the resources of English and thus learn basic Alsatian
through English. Owing to striking similarities between Alsatian and
English, English speakers can put their knowledge of everyday Englishto
good use when learning basic Alsatian.
Resources in Education 1995
German Quickly April Wilson 2004 German Quickly: A Grammar for
Reading German is a thorough, straightforward textbook with a sense of
fun. It teaches the fundamentals for reading German literary and scholarly
texts of all levels of difficulty. It can be used as an introductory text for
scholars with no background in German, or it can serve as a reference text
for students wishing to review German. The grammar explanations are
detailed and clear, addressing common problems students encounter while
learning to read German. This book includes thought-provoking and
entertaining reading selections consisting mainly of aphorisms and
proverbs. There are also twelve appendices, including a summary of
German grammar, descriptions of German dictionaries, a partial answer
key, strategies for learning German, and a humanities vocabulary section
of about 3,800 words.
100 German Short Stories for Beginners Learn German with Short Stories
Mustafa Yildirim 2018-09-02 100 German Short Stories For BeginnersIn
this book you will find 100 daily life short stories in German language on
different topics. Each section takes 1-2 minutes. Important words and
phrases relevant to each topic were selected carefully.The aim of this book
is to teach different topics, words and phrases associated with them in a
short period of time.Each section has 3 parts:A short daily life short story,
questions and vocabularyIn the book you can find the download link for
audio (as mp3 file).
German Vocabulary (SparkCharts) 2005
Die 1%-Methode – Minimale Veränderung, maximale Wirkung James
Clear 2020-04-21 Das Geheimnis des Erfolgs: »Die 1%-Methode«. Sie
liefert das nötige Handwerkszeug, mit dem Sie jedes Ziel erreichen. James
Clear, erfolgreicher Coach und einer der führenden Experten für
Gewohnheitsbildung, zeigt praktische Strategien, mit denen Sie jeden Tag
etwas besser werden bei dem, was Sie sich vornehmen. Seine Methode
greift auf Erkenntnisse aus Biologie, Psychologie und
Neurowissenschaften zurück und funktioniert in allen Lebensbereichen.
Ganz egal, was Sie erreichen möchten – ob sportliche Höchstleistungen,
berufliche Meilensteine oder persönliche Ziele wie mit dem Rauchen
aufzuhören –, mit diesem Buch schaffen Sie es ganz sicher.
The Everything Learning German Book Edward Swick 2011-06-01

Orderdas beste Bier at Oktoberfest! Hitch a ride on der Autobahn! Say
"Wilkommen" to your neuen deutschen Freunde! Learning to sprechen Sie
Deutsches is fun and far easier than you might think. With this guide, you
will make sense of this fascinating language in no time. This practical,
hands-on Buch comes with easy-to-understand lessons, useful exercises,
and embedded audio for pronunciation help. Building on the German
language's close relation to English, this eBook includes everything from
basic introductions to verb conversions. You will learn to: Order food with
ease. Ask how much items cost. Understand direct and indirect objects.
Use superlatives to communicate more effectively. Know when to use
passive voice. Also, this eBook is enhanced with audio icons throughout
which allow you to hear correct pronunciation or participate in various
exercises so you can perfect your German pronunciation and
understanding with ease! Whether you want to sample das stoutest Lager
or converse with your grandparents in their native tongue, you'll soon
discover just how easy it is to learn German!
Research in Education 1973
Essential German Grammar: Teach Yourself Jenny Russ 2011-11-25 Is
this the right book for me? Want to get more out of your study of German?
Essential German Grammar is an up-to-date introduction to German
grammar. You don't need to know a lot about grammar before you start.
Everything is explained simply and there are lots of examples to illustrate
each point. Unlike more traditional grammars, Essential German Grammar
is structured so that you can look up language forms according to what you
want to say, even if you don't know the grammatical term for them. If you
already know some grammar, then you can use the 'reference grammar'
section at the back of the book to look up the points you need.The course
consists of 21 units illustrating the various uses to which the language can
be put, for example, giving instructions or talking about the recent past.
The more traditional reference grammar deals with grammatical structures,
such as the imperative or the perfect tense. All grammatical terms are
explained in the glossary at the back of the book. Each unit contains
exercises for you to practise what you have learnt and there is a key at the
back of the book for you to check your answers. The new page design in
this edition means that the book is even easier to use and the main
headings are in English so that you can find your way around the book
quickly. This edition contains a 'taking it further' section which will direct
you to further sources of real German. Essential German Grammar will
help you to understand and manipulate German grammar with confidence
because: - you need no prior knowledge of grammatical terminology to use

it; - the approach is accessible and supportive; - the examples are clear
and in context; - exercises help you practise every point. Now in a brand
new edition with new, easy-to-follow page design and interactive online
features. Learn effortlessly with a new easy-to-read page design and
interactive features: Not got much time? One, five and ten-minute
introductions to key principles to get you started. Author insights Lots of
instant help with common problems and quick tips for success, based on
the author's many years of experience. Test yourself Tests in the book and
online to keep track of your progress. Extend your knowledge Extra online
articles to give you a richer understanding of the subject. Five things to
remember Quick refreshers to help you remember the key facts. Try this
Innovative exercises illustrate what you've learnt and how to use it.
Essential German Vocabulary: Teach Yourself Lisa Kahlen 2010-05-28 Is
this the right course for me? Essential German Vocabulary is the course
for you if you need help with your study of German. This fully revised
edition of our best-selling course now comes with free downloadable audio
support containing hints on how to learn vocabulary effectively. Unlike a
phrasebook or a dictionary, Essential German Vocabulary will take your
existing knowledge and build on it systematically and organically, so that
you will increase your vocabulary and at the same time expand your range
of expression. At the beginning of the book there is a section to help you
with your pronunciation, followed by a short and simple grammar
summary. The main part of the book is arranged in topics, such as 'Work',
'Travel and Accommodation' and 'Food and Drink', and concentrates on
the vital and most current words and expressions, listing those which you
might already know and then extending the coverage to teach you those
you probably do not know. Finally, the downloadable audio recording will
give you hints on how to increase your vocabulary effortlessly. This is an
ideal companion if you are a language student or if you are wanting a
systematic, easy-to-use tool to increase the range of your vocabulary and
improve your ability to express yourself in a wide variety of situations,
either on holiday or on a business trip. Learn effortlessly with a new, easyto-read page design and interactive features: Not got much time? One, five
and ten-minute introductions to key principles to get you started. Author
insights Lots of instant help with common problems and quick tips for
success, based on the author's many years of experience. End-of-unit
summaries and online tests Summaries and tests to help you consolidate
and keep track of your progress. Extend your knowledge Extra online
articles to give you a richer understanding of the culture and history of

Germany.
German in Three Months 1975
German Dorling Kindersley Publishing Staff 2008-07-01 Look before you
speak - an innovative visual approach to using and learning basic German
phrases, with a 60-minute audio CD. Do you need to brush up your
German, or learn the lingo? Or are you off to Germany and want to make
sure you're understood? Find key phrases fast in this effective survival
language guide and CD set for real-life situations. Galleries of words and
pictures make it easy to find key basic German vocabulary at a glance and
remember what you've seen. Learn phrases to help you find your way
about, eat out, shop and go sightseeing. Plus the easy-to-use
pronunciation guide and 60-minute audio CD containing key words and
phrases will help you speak like a native. Use the CD to practise, then pop
the book in your pocket when you're out and about in Germany.
Foreign Language, Area, and Other International Studies Julia A. Petrov
1976
2000 Most Common German Words in Context Lingo Mastery 2018-11-27
Have you been trying to learn German and simply can’t find the way to
expand your vocabulary? Do your teachers recommend you boring
textbooks and complicated stories that you don’t really understand? Are
you looking for a way to learn the language quicker without taking
shortcuts? If you answered “Yes!” to at least one of those previous
questions, then this book is for you! We’ve compiled the 2000 Most
Common Words in German, a list of terms that will expand your vocabulary
to levels previously unseen. Did you know that — according to an
important study — learning the top two thousand (2000) most frequently
used words will enable you to understand up to 84% of all non-fiction and
86.1% of fiction literature and 92.7% of oral speech? Those are amazing
stats, and this book will take you even further than those numbers! In this
book: A detailed introduction with tips and tricks on how to improve your
learningA list of 2000 of the most common words in German and their
translationsAn example sentence for each word – in both German and
EnglishFinally, a conclusion to make sure you’ve learned and supply you
with a final list of tipsDon’t look any further, we’ve got what you need right
here! In fact, we’re ready to turn you into a German speaker… are you
ready to get involved in becoming one?
The Publishers' Trade List Annual 1991
100 German Short Stories for Beginners Christian Stahl 2020-04-21 How
is it possible to learn German easily and effortlessly by yourself? The most
effective way to learn German is reading interesting German short stories.

Learning German doesn't have to be boring and agonizing! Here you have
100 entertaining and interesting German short stories for beginners and
intermediate learning level. German for beginners can be challenging, but
not with this book. All German short stories are unique and hopefully
entertaining in content, and new vocabulary is gradually added at a
manageable pace so you won't get overwhelmed. Towards the end of this
German book you find the stories slightly more complex, but still
comprehensible for beginners. The stories are followed by learning
questions and a English-German vocabulary section, so you can use this
short story book also as a German workbook. Also, this German language
learning book offers you a wide range of culturally important information
you can use when you travel to Germany or study there, and frankly, this
book is not only for German language learners but also for anyone
interested in German culture in general. Included is an audiobook in one
MP3 file which contains the first 40 stories of this book.
Fast-Track Italian with Two Audio CDs: A Teach Yourself Guide Elisabeth
Smith 2010-05-14 Follow this course for 35 minutes a day, in six weeks
you'll be speaking Italian! In Fast-Track Italian, Elisabeth Smith uses her
wide teaching experience to create a course that covers just the
vocabulary and the grammar that you really need. This day-by-day
program is easy to follow and fun to do. At the end of six weeks, you will
have the confidence and knowledge to tackle all the situations you need to
know about, such as shopping, eating out and getting around. With fewer
than 400 words to learn, and flashcards at the back of the book to help
learn you, progress is fast and enjoyable. A personal introduction from the
author. One-, five- and ten-minute summaries of the topic. A ten-question
diagnostic test at the end of each chapter or the ten most important things
for you to remember. Two 60-minute audio CDs provide more practice in
pronunciation and speaking. Topics include: Read this first; How this book
works; Progress chart; Week 1 Day-by-day guide; Week 2 Day-by-day
guide; Week 3 Day-by-day guide; Week 4 Day-by-day guide; Week 5 Dayby-day guide; Week 6 Day-by-day guide; Answers; Flashcards; Certificate
German in 10 Minutes a Day Kristine Kershul 1992 The first book in this
successful series features a new look and many enhanced features. In
addition to the tried-and-true flash cards, menu guide, and sticky labels,
German in 10 minutes a day "RM" now contains an exclusive cut-out and
keep Pocket Pal "TM", which contains over 200 words and phrases split
into important sections to cover all the essential information one needs.
The Pocket Pal "TM" conveniently replaces the need for a separate

phrasebook with its durable "take-along" format.
Mastering German Vocabulary Bruce Donaldson 2013-05-13 How often
have you looked up an English word in a German dictionary only to be
confronted by a bewildering array of German equivalents? Which is the
correct word for the context in question? Thirty years' experience in
teaching Germanic languages at tertiary level to English-speaking students
have made the author acutely aware of this problem. Mastering German
Vocabulary explains how to use over 2,200 common German words
correctly, using example sentences in German with English translations. In
order to aid quick consultation, all German and English words are listed in
separate indexes. The book is designed for all upper secondary and
tertiary students of German and complements Routledge's grammar,
dictionary and vocabulary building textbooks. It is a practical companion for
anyone serious about perfecting their German.
Get Started in German with Two Audio CDs: A Teach Yourself Guide Rosi
McNab 2011-03-08 Teach Yourself takes the pain out of picking up the
German language Get Started in German requires no prior experience in
the language and gives you the opportunity to study at a reasonable,
steady pace. This course makes the process nearly painless--it is written in
a friendly and supportive tone, and the structure offers you plenty of
opportunities for self-practice. You are in control of your learning
experience, so you never feel overwhelmed or rushed. This practical
course introduces the new language without inundating you and includes
dialogues and exercises, a helpful pronunciation section, manageable lists
of practical vocabulary, a glossary of grammar terms, and more. The audio
package features 120 minutes of recordings, enhancing your
comprehension of the book's dialogues and exercises and improving your
pronunciation. Features: Lots of instant help with common problems and
quick tips for success, based on the author’s many years of experience
Tests in the book to keep track of your progress
German_ a Complete Guide for German Language Aditya GUPTA 202102-17 TheThe German language is the 11th most widely spoken language
on earth with 92 to95 million native speakers around the globe composing
1.39% of the world'spopulation. By downloading this book, you are taking
the first steps in your ownpersonal conquest in learning this great and
storied language. The followingchapters will be more of a general outline of
what steps to take when firstlearning the language and how to develop and
apply the skills necessary tomaster German.Here are some of the topics
which will be discussed within this brief book: What it means to learn
Standard German, High German, and Low German;Finding your passion

for learning German;Turning a chore into inspiration;Learning German by
immersing yourself deeply in German culture;Finding native speakers to
improve your overall understanding of thelanguage and its culture;How to
overcome the most difficult part of learning the German language;and
finallyLearning German in a more formal class environment.These
following chapters will, more precisely, discuss the study
techniquesapplicable to learning a new language, the culture of Germany
as well as the restof German-speaking Europe, some of the history of the
language and it is variousdialects, steps for beginning the study of the
language, and learning Germaninside and outside of formal class
settings.There are several books on the market very similar to this one.
Thank youagain for choosing this one and if you enjoy it or find it helpful, a
review onAmazon would be very much appreciated
The Japanese Way Norika Takada 1997 For All Students Ideal for a
variety of courses, this valuable handbook helps students understand how
people of today's Japan think, do business, and act in their daily lives.
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